In this paper, we analyze and extract the Tibetan text features structure based on k-means image character recognition algorithm. Through character library file generated from Tessract-ocr training, we improve the accuracy and recognition of image text recognition and extraction and realize the identification of Tibetan.
INTRODUCTION
Tibetan language is an ancient phonetic alphabet used by the Tibetan people in China. It has a long history and is recognized as a mature text in the world. Artificial intelligence is a science whose inclusion is very extensive. It is composed of different fields. The field of research including robots, speech recognition, image recognition, natural language processing and expert system, etc. It is of great practical significance to study it. Character recognition [1] is a kind of new technology with the combination of pattern recognition, image processing and word processing technology. It is a concrete research direction in the field of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence [2] .It automatically enters text or other information into the computer through intelligent recognition, replacing the manual input process. Under certain conditions, text recognition input is more convenient and faster than keyboard input. After years of exploration and practice, English and Chinese text recognition has been improved. But the technique of recognizing Tibetan printed text is not mature. To solve these problems, according to the latest development of character recognition and extraction, we use an algorithm which is based on k-means image text recognition and extraction to preprocess Tibetan image, process pixel clustering [2] ,select and optimize layer and cut the text. After testing, the algorithm can be used to identify the Tibetan text effectively.
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF TIBETAN WRITING Tibetan
[3] is a phonetic alphabet which the main component is consonant. Its spelling and structure are different from English and Chinese characters. Tibetan alphabet has thirty consonants and four vowels. The basic unit of a complete Tibetan morpheme is determined by the "syllable delimiter" in Tibetan. A Tibetan word consists of one or more syllables. Each of the horizontal basic units of a syllable is called a character. Each syllable contains the word "base word" and the characters that may be followed, as the former plus word, plus words, vowels, followed by words and so on. Syllables are usually divided by syllables or other punctuation marks. Each syllable contains the "base" and may follow the characters, such as the former plus words, plus words, vowels, followed by words and so on. This is a four-character syllable (FIG. I) . 
A. K-means Algorithm
Literature [5] is based on canny operator detection, using edges and regions to extract text. However, with the advent of the era of artificial intelligence, various algorithms and techniques in the field of big data have been rapidly developed and applied. As a technical field of big data technology, machine learning [4] will play an increasingly important role in big data processing and analysis in the future. Through machine learning algorithm, a meaningful data model is extracted from the mass data in the application development. It can achieve the purpose of discovering data value and realize the realization of data. It predicts future data from the models it obtains. It can also fine-tune the model with future data to better suit the application scenarios.
The basic idea of K-means clustering algorithm is to use the distance between the elements of the set as the dividing standard. Within the collection, the elements are divided into different subsets according to the distribution density of the elements .In the process of division, by defining the distance of elements, we aggregate the elements based on the minimum distance principle between the element and the cluster center to get the final partition result.
An image text recognition and extraction algorithms based on K-means include digital image preprocessing, pixel clustering, layer selection and optimization, and text segmentation four core steps. It eventually gets a digital image that can be identified by tesseract-ocr.
B. Feature Extraction
1) Peripheral outline stroke feature extraction: The commonly used methods are difficult to meet the need for the identification of a variety of printed font Tibetan characters. It is found that the method of extracting features of peripheral contour strokes is better. The method is carried out in four steps. a) Peripheral contour extraction: The purpose of contour extraction is to obtain the external features of the image. The algorithm for contour extraction of binary images is very simple. It is to hollow out internal points and search along the outer outline, right, bottom, and left edges of the contour. Then following the direction of the search, scanning in the opposite direction of the edge point, saving the coordinates of the black pixels until the first black pixels are encountered. Finally, a contour point set T is formed, which is the outline of the contour point. Determine the outline point stroke: Select the Columns icon from the MS Word Standard toolbar and then select1"Column"from the selection palette (Fig.2). b) Determine the outline point stroke: According to the writing sequence of the printed Tibetan characters, the outer stroke of the Tibetan characters is coded in 1-8 directions. We trace the points in the set T of the contour point to obtain the length L of the black pixels connected in the actual pictures in each direction (FIG.III) 
c) To determine the direction of the code string:
The direction code string is to assemble the contours of the same side to form a string.
d) Amendment coding string:
The entire sample code string will produce a lot of data redundancy after the formation of the code string. Therefore, the code string must be amended and streamlined. The method is: The elimination of sporadic data and the same number of characters, the number of characters is greater than the threshold of the character preservation, on the contrary character removal. Merge the same and connected characters, connected to each other with the same characters, merged into one character. 
IV. TESSERACT-OCR RECOGNITION ENGINE
Python-tesseract is a Python tool for optical character recognition. OCR is a process of scanning text data, analyzing and processing image files, and obtaining text and layout information. The python-tesseract is an encapsulation of the Google tesseract-ocr. It can also be used as a separate invocation script for the tesseract engine. It supports using the PIL library to read various image file types, including jpg, PNG, GIF, BMP, tiff, and other formats. As a script, it prints out the identified text instead of writing to the file.
Through an analysis method which is based on the mixed page layout based on tabbed bit detection, Tesseract is used to analyze the image layout and distinguish the image form, text, image and other contents. We use k-means image text recognition and extraction algorithm to preprocess digital image, cluster processing pixel, select and optimize layer and cut text. Make image recognition and extract Tibetan text. [5] , it has higher execution efficiency and accuracy.
VI. SUMMARY
We use an algorithm which is based on k-means image text recognition and extraction to preprocess Tibetan image, cluster process pixel, select and optimize layer and cut text.Through character library file generated from Tesseract-ocr training,we realize the identification of Tibetan. With the continuous development of artificial intelligence technology, people have also become more in-depth research on it. Machine learning is widely used in web search, language recognition and machine vision. In terms of word recognition, Chinese and English technology are mature, but the Tibetan and other ethnic minority language text extraction and recognition are not yet perfect. Through the study of this article, we improve the accuracy of Tibetan recognition. It can be better applied to design Tibetan word recognition software.
